

From Abraham Isaac Kook: "The Lights of Holiness"



              A Fourfold Song

There is one who sings the song of his own life, and in himself he finds everything, his full spiritual satisfaction.

There is another who sings the song of his people.  He leaves the circle of his own individual self, because he finds it without sufficient breadth, without an idealistic basis.  He aspires towards the heights, and he attaches himself with a gentle love to the whole community of Israel.

Together with her he sings her songs.  He feels grieved in her afflictions and delights in her hopes.  He contemplates noble and pure thoughts about her past and her future, and probes with love and wisdom her inner spiritual essence.

There is another who reaches toward more distant realms, and he goes beyond the boundary of Israel to sing the song of man.  His spirit extends to the wider vistas of the majesty of man generally, and his noble essence.  He aspires toward man's general goal and looks forward toward his higher perfection.  From the source of life he draws the subjects of his meditation and study, his aspirations and his visions.

Then there is one who rises toward wider horizons, until he links himself with all existence, with all God's creatures, with all worlds, and he sings his song with all of them.

It is of such a one as this that tradition has said that whoever sings a portion of song each day is assured of having a share in the world to come.

And then there is one who rises with all these songs in one ensemble, and they all join their voices.  Together they sing their songs with beauty, each one lends vitality and life to the other.  They are sounds of joy and gladness, sounds of jubilation and celebration, sounds of ecstasy and holiness.  


The song of the self, the song of the people, the song of man, the song of the world all merge in him at all times, in every hour.

And this full comprehensiveness rises to become the song of holiness, the song of God, the song of Israel, in its full strength and beauty, in its full authenticity and greatness.

The name "Israel" stands for shir el, the song of God.
It is a simple song, a twofold song, a threefold song and a fourfold song.  It is the Song of Songs of Solomon, shlomo, which means peace or wholeness.  
It is the song of the King in whom is wholeness.

Vol. II, pp 458-459



      Alas, who can describe my pain,
      Who will be a violin to express the songs of my grief?
      I am bound to the world, 
      All creatures, all people are my friends,
      Many parts of my soul
      Are intertwined with them,
      But how can I share with them my light?




              The Higher Attentiveness


Waves from the higher realm act on our souls ceaselessly.  The stirrings of our inner spiritual sensibilities are the result of the sounds released by the violin of our souls, as it listens to the echo of the sound emanating from the divine realm.

Though we do not know how to delimit, and we cannot particularize, and certainly not sum up, or see an ordered content in the subjects with which the divine reverberation concerns itself, nevertheless, we listen with general attentiveness.  We hear the sound of words.

Though we do not discern the configuration of letters and separate words, all our endeavor in Torahitic and scientific studies is only to clarify whatever comprehensible words it is possible to distill from this divine voice that always reverberates in our inner ear.  We do this to be able to present them to ourselves and to others in a form that is conducive to action and to an ordered discipline of study.

Vol. II, p.346.



From 'The Spiritual Unification of the Future'

Our nobler future is destined to come, when we will develop to a sound spiritual state so that instead of each discipline negating the other, all knowledge, all feeling will be envisioned from any branch of it.

This is precisely the true nature of reality.  No spiritual phenomena can stand independently.  Each is interpenetrated by all.



From 'The Phenomenon That is Like a Relic of Prophesy'

Let everyone express in truth and in faithfulness whatever his soul reveals to him, let him bring forth his spiritual creativity from potentiality to actuality, without any deception.  Out of such sparks torches of light will be assembled, and they will illumine the whole world out of their glory.  Out of such fragments of inner truth will the great truth emerge.


